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“

We wish you peace,
goodwill and happiness,
and we look forward to
provide you, our readers
and contributors, an even
better Texview in 2018.”

Editor’s
Message

TEAMWORK IS KEY

T

he year 2017 was another busy year and my forth year
serving as the Editor of Texview. The editorial team
would like to thank Texchemers and all our readers for their
support and feedbacks. We are entering into our fifth term
and the last four years serving in Texview have been truly
rewarding.
I would like to highlight some of the additions we introduced
to Texview in 2017.

SYNERGY
To complete the Four Pillars of Strength,
in this issue, we feature the ‘Strength in
Numbers’ in accordance to the theme
‘Strength in Simplicity’.
Synergy means ‘working together to create a whole
that is greater than the sum of its parts’. Effectiveness
is a collaborative effort where we bond in spirit and
in service. We end the year with this memory book
where we can look back and realise our journey in
cultivating treasured memories together.
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Interviews with eight long serving staff in conjunction with
Texchem Resources Bhd awarded the Silver for Employer
of Choice by Malaysia Institute of HR Management in
October 2016.
Recognition of our service award recipients.
Photography and Trivia Contests.
Moving forward in 2018, Texview shall be doing a series of
interviews with our top female executives. This is in line with
our management’s direction to promote Gender diversity
in the Group, as more companies are realizing the value
of having a diverse workforce. Gender diversity is when a
company is represented by a more equal proportion of men
and women.
As for the highlights of our Group’s accomplishments in
2017, this includes :
The setting up of Sushi King Labo for the purpose of
continuous improvement and innovation on their menu.
Opening of Doutor Coffee outlet at Gurney Plaza, Penang.

Participating in Harvard Business School’s MBA FIELD
Global Immersion by hosting the visit of six students.
The launching of Tan Sri Fumihiko Konishi’s book “25
essence of a successful life – the Story of a Japanese
Tycoon in Malaysia”.
Sushi King received the Halal certification and
recognized in Malaysia Book of Records as the “Largest
Halal Japanese Restaurant Chain in Malaysia”.
Tan Sri Fumihiko Konishi was decorated with the highranking award, “The Order of the Rising Sun, Gold and
Silver Rays” by His Majesty the Emperor of Japan at the
Imperial Royal Palace, Japan.
Sushi Kin Sdn Bhd was awarded Employer of Choice
2017 - Bronze Category by Malaysia Institute of HR
Management.
Opening of Hoshino Coffee’s first outlet at The
Boulevard, Mid Valley City, Kuala Lumpur.
Many CSR activities were conducted throughout 2017
by companies in the Northern and Central region and in
Myanmar. Various teambuilding activities and get-togethers
were also organized to build rapport and teamwork among
the staff from different companies and this promotes the
sense of achievement, equity and camaraderie, an essential
criteria for a motivated workplace.
As we bid adieu to 2017 and usher in a brand new year,
we would like to wish you peace, goodwill and happiness,
and we look forward to provide you, our readers and
contributors, an even better Texview in 2018.
OCT - DEC 2017
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President &
Group CEO’s
Message
Dear Texchem Family Members,

W

ith just the blink of an eye, the year 2017 comes to an end. I
would like to take this opportunity to wish all of you a Happy &
Blessed New Year 2018. May this new-year bring you more success and
happiness in everything you do.

Competency
We endeavour to employ our resources smartly and practice efficient
and effective decision-making to ensure that we meet our common goals
by consistently building value for the benefit of all our stakeholders.

The year 2017 ended on a high note as our Founder & Executive
Chairman Tan Sri Konishi was conferred with the prestigious award
“The Order of the Rising Sun, Gold and Silver Rays” by His Majesty the
Emperor of Japan at the Imperial Royal Palace in November (page 8 – 9).
Heartiest congratulations to Tan Sri Konishi from all of us at Texchem.

Empowerment
We nurture a supportive environment that advocates excellence by
providing the right developmental opportunities to consistently enhance
the value of our people and inspire them to be their best.

I would like to congratulate Sushi King team as Sushi Kin Sdn Bhd was
awarded Employer of Choice – Bronze Category for the year 2017 by
the Malaysian Institute of Human Resource Management in November.
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The year 2018 will be another auspicious year for Texchem as we
celebrate our 45th Anniversary. I would like to congratulate our Founder
& Executive Chairman, Tan Sri Dato’ Seri (Dr) Fumihiko Konishi for this
great and legendary success of establishing Texchem 45 years’ ago, and
to all Texchemers, Happy 45th Anniversary.
As we start into the new-year, it is time that I bring up to the forefront
once again for all of us at Texchem to reinforce the 6 core values of
Texchem in our everyday work.
The 6 Core Values of Texchem:
Integrity
We conduct ourselves with professionalism, upholding our commitment
to deliver top notch quality products and the highest level of services as
we inspire the trust of all our stakeholders.
Respect
We believe in the inherent value of people and take pride in honouring
our relationships with all our stakeholders by fostering an open and
inclusive environment that makes them feel valued and appreciated.
Accountability
We take full responsibility for all our actions and the resulting
consequences, making and supporting our business decisions based on
sound experience and judgement to achieve the desired results.

Innovation
We embrace change and a curiosity to learn, seeking out creative
solutions and opportunities to adapt to future trends and needs, unlock
new business potentials and strive for continuous improvements.
These core values are important as it puts into words the foundation that
has been laid down by the founders, pioneers and our predecessors.
These are the keywords that describe what we stand for.
In January 2018, we will announce key promotions in the management
team of Texchem Group. I would like to congratulate all of you on the
promotion list, and I am looking forward to working closely with you
towards the further success of Texchem in your new role.
Before I conclude my message, I would like to wish 2 of my colleagues
who just retired, i.e. Mr Ng Bak Hwa (Chairman of Sea Master (Malaysia)
Sdn Bhd) and Mr Ahmad Nordin (Head of Human Resources Department,
Texcorp) – Happy Retirement!
To all Texchemers, Happy New Year & Happy 45th Anniversary!
Thank you.

BRIAN TAN
President & Group CEO
OCT - DEC 2017
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Year End Greetings from
Tan Sri and Puan Sri F. Konishi

Tycoon in Malaysia” became the best seller and additional
printing of tens of thousand copies of the book were made.
On 15 November I was called back to Japan to be
decorated with an award, “The Order of the Rising Sun,
Gold and Silver Rays” by His Majesty the Emperor of Japan
at the Royal Palace.
This decoration marked the celebration of the 60th Anniversary
of Diplomatic Relations between Japan and Malaysia, whereby
I am the longest Japanese resident in Malaysia with a great
amount of social standing, and who have contributed much
to the goodwill and friendship of two countries as well as
the community and society as a whole in Malaysia.
At Villa Primavera - our salon concert continues to receive
popular ratings from seasoned guests. In 2017, we hosted
4 classical music performances; in April Akiko & Friends,
who performed a 7-piece chamber music, in July a piano
recital by Sergei Glavatskih from Moscow; in September the
Kalashkov Family from Russia and the highlight in December
was the Italian opera arias by Nancy Yuen (soprano), Israel
Lozano (tenor) and Song Kee Chang (baritone), themed
“From Italy, With Love”.
Texchem – we are always looking for new opportunities
and after venturing into Vietnam, the Sushi King brand
next spread its wings to east Jakarta. The greatest
accomplishment for Sushi King is accorded the recognition
of being the largest halal Japanese Restaurant Chain in the
world, having reached to 120 restaurants. We have also

Wooden sleigh ride at Monte, Madeira Island, Portugal

launched cafes under the name Doutor Coffee and Hoshino
Coffee. Texchem Materials under the Industrial Division has
set up a representative office in Manila in the Philippines
and a subsidiary at Yangon in Myanmar after Singapore,
Thailand, Vietnam and Indonesia. Texchem Food under the
Food Division in Labutta, Myanmar, started a fish farming
project as well as soft-shell crab culturing. We have also
enlarged guchi surimi and fish-meal production in Myeik,
Myanmar. Texchem Life Science where Yuma is commanding
as Managing Director under the Polymer Engineering
Division has been expanding in the area of medical devices
and life science after several years of incubation, and finally
started generating a reasonable profit this year. Besides,
the Division is also expanding in a new business with Aero
Industries in thick gauge thermo-foaming technology after
thin gauge vacuum-foaming for packaging. Even under
challenging economic climate, we continue to focus our
energies to bring positive results so that we can build
success upon success together.
Another bright new beginning, we welcome the New Year
for an endless flow of prosperity as well as bringing you
abundance of joy, peace and good health. Goodbye 2017,
and Hello 2018. Merry Christmas & A Happy New Year to all
our dear friends from far and wide!!
Atsuko & Fumihiko

Dear Friends:

T

he year has flown by and all too soon, the last quarter
of 2017 will be over. We had a remarkable and a fruitful
year, regardless of external circumstances while pursuing
our passions for an interesting and well-balanced life. Now
is the time to spin a yarn or two…..

Mikiko our daughter-in-law spends much time in Japan to
coach and offer guidance to her two teenage sons, Fumito
(17 years old) and Taiki (15 years old). Both are studying in
Meikei High School, and this will be Fumito’s final year in
high school.

Mika, our eldest daughter has been a loyal employee for
Mitsubishi UFJ Morgan Stanley Securities Co Ltd, Japan,
in Investors’ Relations. An amazing working mother, at the
same time raised her two kids Shunsuke (12 years old) and
Rio (7 years old). Both are active and enthusiastic schoolgoing children.

Atsuko is in excellent health, has been my life partner for
48 years and we have shared good life in abundance. I am
truly blessed. Atsuko continues her well-respected role as
matriarch of the family. Her past time with friends is still
bridge, golf and social events. She eagerly participates and
supports Texchem Ladies’ Club’s activities.

Mari, our second daughter who has served many years in
Inabata & Co Ltd, Japan has been transferred to Internal
Audit Department. Although apprehensive from the outset,
she is gradually learning the ropes and aims to become
a professional in her career. Needless to say, she visits us
regularly and we make short trips around the region.

2017 Globe-trotting – We spent spring time in Austria
touring places around Innsbruck, Hallstatt, Wolfgang,
Salzburg, ending our vacation in Wien to attend two
Operas. We also embarked on the Crystal Symphony
in Lisbon, cruising around Atlantic Ocean to visit the
archipelago of Azores, Madeira, Canary Islands and also
Morocco, during late summer.

Yuma, our youngest and only son is based in Kuala Lumpur,
helming the Polymer Engineering Division as before. Since
last year, he has been appointed as the Corporate Affairs
Committee Chairman, activities and initiatives of which will
further enhance his professional growth in the organization.

Me – first time in my life at the age of 73, I produced a
book. This book is printed in the Japanese language, and
hit the book stores in April in Japan. In just a month, “25
Essence of a Successful Life – the story of a Japanese
Four sisters, Mika, Atsuko, Mari and Mikiko
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The Order of The Rising Sun,
Gold and Silver Rays
BY JUNE CHEANG (TEXCHEM RESOURCES BHD)

T

o commemorate 60 years of bi-lateral relationship
between Malaysia and Japan, many events were
organized by various organizations in 2017 in Malaysia
as well as in Japan.
As Tan Sri Konishi is the longest Japanese resident in
Malaysia, coupled with an influential and outstanding
personality in the country, the government of Japan
decided to bestow an award to him, for his great
contribution to the goodwill and friendship between
the two countries, particularly to the community and
society in Penang and Malaysia as a whole.
On 15 November 2017, Tan Sri Konishi was called back
to Japan to attend an investiture ceremony, and was
decorated with the high-ranking award, “The Order of
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the Rising Sun, Gold and Silver Rays” by His Majesty
the Emperor of Japan at the Imperial Royal Palace.
This is indeed a rare and prestigious conferment our
Father and Founder Chairman, Tan Sri Konishi received
recently.
Heartiest congratulations from everyone in Texchem,
an auspicious occasion worthy of a celebration!! We
salute you for your well-deserved accolades, one after
another throughout all these years. Respect is truly
earned.
“the higher you reach, the greater your glory, the more
humble you become” – a true leader

OCT - DEC 2017
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Sushi Kin Sdn Bhd - Bronze Winner
of Employer of Choice 2017
BY EMILY LEE (TEXCHEM RESTAURANT SYSTEMS SDN BHD)

S

ushi Kin Sdn Bhd has been awarded Employer of Choice Bronze Category for year 2017. The Award was presented to
our Deputy Managing Director, Mr Hiroki Mori, during a Dinner
and Awards Presentation Nite held at Dorsett Grand Subang on
9 November 2017.
The Malaysia HR Awards is a National event organized by
Malaysian Institute of Human Resource Management (MIHRM)
since 1999. The Awards are strongly supported and endorsed
by the Human Resource community, with the Honorable Minister
of Human Resources as Patron. Objectives of the award are to
encourage the recognition of HR and the application of HR
Strategy in the achievement of organizational goals and raising
standards and recognizing excellence in HRM. The category
Sushi Kin Sdn Bhd participated in was the Employer of Choice
Award for Private Sector.
Selection criteria for the award were based on alignment and
achievement of HR strategies with business objectives, talent
management, leadership development and performance
management, having a dynamic human resource management
policies, culture and work systems that support high productivity,
supporting Government’s strategic reform initiatives on Human
Resource development and continuous application of HR
System and Technology.

Being part of the hospitality industry, Sushi King’s Vision is to be
the First Choice of Customers, with a Mission to provide good
quality, value for money healthy meals and excellent service
under the Tagline; Smiling Served Fresh. Sushi King’s success is
attributed to the commitment of its people from the restaurant
outlets and Head Office.
Sushi King believes in hiring quality people with a potential to
grow and build a career with us. It is committed to providing
training, learning and development to its people to help
them achieve their full potential in a work environment
which emphasizes on team work, recognition, rewards and
progression. Our Career Advancement Program for Crew and
Manager provides opportunity for employees to develop their
skills and expand their career. Having a majority of the workforce
in the generation Y category, Sushi King believes in empowering
the team to be creative and think out of the box and they are
given the flexibility to generate ideas to bring in more sales and
profitability whilst improving customer experience.
Sushi Kin Sdn Bhd supports Government initiatives on Human
Resource development and has taken part in programs such
as Skim Latihan 1 Malaysia (SL1M), Graduate Employability
Management Scheme (GEMS) and Rural Accelerated Industry
Skill for Employment (RAISE).

Visit by Japan Association of In-Vitro Diagnostic
Medical Devices (IVD) Industry: JACRI and JAIMA
BY ALFRED HO (TEXCHEM LIFE SCIENCES SDN BHD)

O

n the morning of 11th October 2017, members of IVD/MD Asian
Working Group from Japan and Malaysia visited Texchem Life
Sciences Sdn Bhd at its Bangi Operation Centre (BOC). The members
who participated were representatives from Japanese Analytical
Instruments Manufacturers’ Association (JAIMA), Japan Association of
Clinical Reagent Industries (JACRI), Malaysian Embassy of Japan-First
Secretary (Health, Labor and Welfare attaché), Mr Hiromichi Sakai and
Association of Malaysian Medical Device Industries (AMMI) Executive
Director, Mr Ching Choon Siong. On hand to receive them were our own
Mr Ridzuan Ismail, Managing Director of Acumen Scientific Sdn Bhd and
Mr Alfred Ho, Group QMR of Polymer Engineering Medical Life Sciences
– Business Unit.
Representatives from JAIMA and JACRI consisted of Mr Koji Sekiguchi
(Manager, Regulatory & Safety Management Group of Panasonic
Healthcare Co., Ltd. & JAIMA Chair, IVD International Subcommittee),
Dr Jiro Takei (General Manger - International Sales and Marketing of
Shino - Test Corp & JACRI Vice Chair, Int’l Affairs Committee), Mr Koji
Oka (Director of Regulatory Affairs and Quality Assurance of Sysmex
Corp & JAIMA member of IVD International Subcommittee) and Mr
Masaaki Iseki (General Manager - Global Sales Dept of Fujirebio Inc. &
member of JACRI).
The opening introduction, welcoming note and presentation of Texchem
Group focusing on the Polymer Engineering Division organization business
unit and an overview of the AMMI was delivered by Dr Yuma Konishi,
Managing Director of Texchem Life Sciences Sdn Bhd. The presentation
held the attentive attention of the visitors and members of the industry.
Dr Jiro Takei, returned the courtesy with a slide presentation on
an overview of JAIMA, JACRI and its contribution to the Asian
Harmonization Working Group (AHWG). JAIMA is the Japanese industry
association of analytical instruments including in-vitro diagnostic (IVD)
medical devices. JACRI represents the Japanese industry association of
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IVD reagents. They have been working together under an international
affairs committee as an IVD/ MD Asian Working Group since 2013. This
working group focuses firstly on researching regulations and markets
of IVD/ MD and reagents and secondly to interact with regulatory
authorities and IVD/ MD industry partners in Asian countries.
Globally, JACRI and JAIMA are members of the Japan Federation of
Medical Devices Association under the umbrella of the Global Medical
Technology Alliance, a World Health Organisation (WHO) accredited
NGO with 23 members association worldwide. They are also participating
members of the Global Diagnostic Alliance (GDA) with other members
from the USA, Australia and Europe. GDA provides a forum for its
members to discuss and collaborate on key issues facing the diagnostic
industry, especially on the promotion of the role and value of diagnostics
as a critical gateway to health care. It also serves as an industry contact
point for global stakeholders.
Subsequent to the slide presentations, the table was opened for industry
related questions, answers and discussion session which was moderated
by Dr Yuma. Questions from JACRI and JAIMA were fielded by Dr Jiro
Takei with contributory replies by Mr Ching Choon Siong (Executive
Director of AMMI), Mr Alfred Ho and Mr Ridzuan.
Among the questions fielded were questions relating to the registration
of IVD and reagents with the medical authority in Malaysia, the drafted
Malaysian Halal Standard for medical devices, Malaysian medical device
industry human resource sourcing & planning and the registration of
IVD by locally established medical device manufacturing companies by
overseas parent organization.
Dr Jiro Takei also shared his experiences and perception with similar industry
from his team’s visits to Indonesia, Korea, Philippines and Thailand.
The session ended with Dr Jiro Takei thanking the organizer for the
hospitality provided to them and a group photo session.
OCT - DEC 2017
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INTRAPRENEUR NO.7
A 1-Day Working Experience of a Gen Y with
President and Group CEO, Mr Brian Tan
BY DANIEL WONG CHIN THONG (ACUMEN SCIENTIFIC SDN BHD)

Sushi King recognized as a
White List Company by JAKIM
BY SUHAILA BINTI SAGHIL @ YUSOF (SUSHI KIN SDN BHD)

S

G

reetings from Acumen Scientific Sdn Bhd, your One Stop Analysis
Solution Provider!

Employee development program is one of the fundamental strategies to
build a sustainable business especially in a fast-changing environment. I
was informed by Brian that the goal of Texchem’s Intrapreneur Hunt is to
create the entrepreneurial mindset and infrastructure needed to support
growth. As we grow, the organization grows. The Intrapreneur Hunt
also provides a platform for our CEO to have a better understanding
of the challenges at our workplace, our colleagues and the business
environment on the ground.

ushi Kin Sdn Bhd was recognized and awarded by JAKIM as a
White List company under the Malaysia Halal Certification on
17 October 2017. The White List is awarded to companies who
are committed towards halal certification under the stringent
criteria set by JAKIM.

I felt honoured to be chosen by our CEO to be the candidate number 7.
I was then requested to prepare a one day business itinerary with Brian
on 13th Oct 2017 which consists of 2 internal meetings with the sales
team and 3 meetings with our key customers. Each activity that day was
a series of experience surrounding my workplace.

A total of 94 companies received the recognition. Out of these
94 companies, 12 companies are from the F&B industry including
the Sushi King brand. Other popular F&B brands under the White
List are Kentucky Fried Chicken, Rasamas, Pizza Hut, The Chicken
Rice Shop, Mc Donald’s, Dominos’ Pizza, Burger King, Starbucks,
Kenny Rogers Roasters, Texas Chicken and Secret Recipe.

The first agenda on 13th October was a status update on the key
customer visits by the sales team. Brian identified customers he knows
and guided us to develop new business opportunities where our services
could be of use to these customers. After the meeting, we departed for
our first customer meeting at Danisco Malaysia Sdn Bhd.

This is a remarkable achievement for Sushi King as we just
obtained our Halal certification in August 2017, less than a year
ago. Congratulations to all Sushi Kingers!

Adopting a customer-focused culture in our business is very crucial
especially in our service industry. Therefore, I scheduled meetings
with three key customers to meet up together with our CEO that day.
Although we were greeted by rain upon the start of our journey, I
personally felt motivated by the body language of our CEO, which says
“keep calm and let’s carry on”. Fortunately, the weather turned sunny
when we were departed for the second appointment with Golden Fresh
Sdn Bhd.
The meeting at Golden Fresh Sdn Bhd was a memorable one mainly
due to the long personal relationship between Brian and Mr Saw, the
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CEO of Golden Fresh Sdn Bhd. It really was a special experience for me
as upon our arrival to their office, it was unlike a typical vendor-client
meeting. Lunch was specially prepared by their Australian chef after our
business discussion. Eventually, we left Golden Fresh Sdn Bhd to the
next appointment after spending 3 hours there.
The Intrapreneur Hunt program continued with the final appointment
that day with Tropical Consolidated Corporation Sdn Bhd, a manufacturer
of premium quality canned seafood under the brand name of TC Boy.
During the meeting, the Founder of the company, Dato’ Seri Tan Boon
Pin popped into the meeting room to meet Brian as they are old friends
from the days of Texchem Consumers.
The last agenda was the Debtor Status Update meeting with Acumen
sales team at 4pm and it ended at around 5pm. The Intrapreneur Hunt
program ended with a post-mortem meeting with Brian. Both of us
summarised the findings and customer feedback and proposed action
plans. At the same time, Brian provided me useful advice on how to
effectively handle my job scope as a Business Development Manager.
OCT - DEC 2017
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TLS and SABEU’s Joint Participation
at COMPAMED 2017
BY KW POH (TEXCHEM LIFE SCIENCES SDN BHD), EDWIN NG (LIFEON ASIA),
AND DR YUMA KONISHI (TEXCHEM LIFE SCIENCES SDN BHD)

A

fter a long flight enroute to Germany, we arrived at
Dusseldorf for our participation in this yearly event,
COMPAMED 2017 from 13th to 16th November. This was a
joint participation with our business partner, SABEU GmbH &
Co KG, a company involved in developing membranes for use
in medical venting and liquid filtration.
With 780 exhibitors from 35 countries showcasing all new
technologies and capabilities to further improve healthcare
deliveries to medical device companies and along with
MEDICA 2017 which has more than 5,100 exhibitors from 66
countries, it is the world’s largest medical trade fair. MEDICA
and COMPAMED have always attracted a high degree of
international impact and top decision makers from around the
world come together to see what the show has to offer.
We had the honor to be part of this year’s event and met many
exhibitors and visitors from various medical device companies
while understanding where they are heading to in terms of
advancing healthcare to better healthcare in future. Texchem
surely wants to be part of this to serve our existing customers
better and allowing potential customers to see what we are
capable of.
With SABEU’s kind consent, we managed to arrange a
meeting at SABEU’s booth with INJECTO, a Danish company
specializing in prefilled syringes. The fact that INJECTO’s Mr
Torben Helmer (VP, Business Strategy) and Mr John Adamsen
(Chief Legal Officer) travelled all the way from Denmark to meet
us at COMPAMED spoke volumes of their serious intention to
partner with Texchem and we are glad to share the photos of
the historical moment of the MOU signing which marked the
beginning of our partnership with INJECTO during this meeting.
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To further add value to INJECTO’s visit to COMPAMED, we
arranged an appointment with Nobelpharma Co. Ltd, a drug
company brand owner for INJECTO to promote their prefilled
syringes to Nobelphama’s Mr Yoshiki Kida (Director Global Biz
Group).
After the end of COMPAMED 2017, on 17th Nov 2017 we had
the honor to visit SABEU’s new plant at Northeim, 300km North
West from Dusseldorf. The new plant is surrounded by scenic
views and inside the plant, we were impressed with its good
process flow and layout especially its injection molding line.
SABEU’s areas of expertise are injection molding and filtration
and they have been offering this combination of expertise to
its customers to resolve current challenges in healthcare, life
sciences and automotive industry. We are replicating the same
offering in Texchem to serve our Asian customers. With this
ideal partnership, we cover both Europe and Asia regions.
After the plant tour, we proceed on the 2017 Sales Meeting
attended by Dr Andreas Hogrebe, Dr Gabriele Wedel, Mr Frank
Kluge & Mr Fabian Jung. It was a long and fruitful 6 hours
meeting covering various agendas such as reviewing current
business opportunities / projects as well as future business
model between SABEU and Texchem. The sales meeting ended
with the corporate gift presentation from Texchem to SABEU’s
President Mr Nikolas Dicke to celebrate the opening of their
new plant.
After 4 days at COMPAMED with 80,000 walking steps covering
the 8 huge halls under chilling weather and lots of sausages, we
looked forward to flying home for some nasi lemak and basking
in our warm Malaysian sunshine.

OCT - DEC 2017
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Japan-Malaysia Technical Institute Job Fair 2017
BY TAN CHAN HONG (TEXCHEM CORPORATION SDN BHD)

T

exchem’s Group Human Resource Department participated in
the Japan-Malaysia Technical Institute’s (JMTI) job fair held on 7
December 2017, for the very first time this year. The job fair which was
held at JMTI’s campus in Bukit Minyak was opened to postgraduate
students, students seeking for internship and also to the general public.
21 manufacturing companies took part in this job fair which attracted a
crowd of about 300 visitors.
Japan-Malaysia Technical Institute (JMTI) was established in 1997 for the
purpose of technical cooperation between the Malaysian Government
and the Japanese Government. JMTI is set up to produce skilled and
knowledgeable workforce by providing high-tech skills training in the
field of advanced technology in line with the current requirements in the
industrial sector.
JMTI has a campus located at the Bukit Minyak Industrial Park in Seberang
Perai, Penang. The Institute offers Diploma courses in engineering
technology and seeks to produce insightful, creative and high ethical
technologists in various fields of expertise. Their training program is
structured so that the emphasis is given to equip students with future
technological developments. The Institute provides Diploma courses
in 4 major fields: Mechatronics Engineering, Computer Engineering,
Electronics Engineering and Manufacturing Engineering.
Our Group Human Resource personnel were on hand to introduce
about our company to visitors who dropped by our station and students
interested to join Texchem had the opportunity to deposit their resumes
with us. Although this job fair was on a smaller scale, the outcome of the
job fair proved to be a satisfying one and definitely not less worthy of the
job fairs that are organized on a very much larger scale.
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From Italy, with Love
by Nancy Yuen and Friends
BY JUNE CHEANG (TEXCHEM RESOURCES BHD)

B

efore bidding adieu to 2017, Tan Sri and Puan Sri
Konishi hosted the highlight concert of the year, “From
Italy, With Love” performed by Nancy Yuen, soprano;
Israel Lozano, tenor; Song Kee Chang, baritone and Boris
Kraljevic, pianist.
The venue : Villa Primavera, Jalan Jesselton, 10450 Penang
The date : Saturday, 16 December 2017
The musicians rendered old time favorite Italian canzone
and opera arias much to the delight of seasoned classical
music lovers. Popular numbers like O Sole Mio, Torna A
Surriento, Funiculi-Funicula were sung with overwhelming
emotion. As the audience were eager for more, four
encores were delivered and they were none other than Non
Piu Andrai from Le Nozze di Figaro by Mozart; Vissi d’arte

from Tosca by Puccini; Nessun Dorma from Turandot by
Puccini and finally Brindisi from La Traviata by Verdi.
Special guests invited to the treat were four members of
the Kunimitsu family who came all the way from Japan, and
sixteen members of the Malaysian Plastics Manufacturers’
Association. Being first time audience, they were truly
enthralled by such a magical and majestic performance.
After concert, a hearty Italian cuisine paired with fine wines
were served. The happy host Tan Sri Konishi took the
opportunity to announce that recently, he was decorated
with “The Order of the Rising Sun, Gold and Silver Rays”,
by His Majesty the Emperor of Japan.
An auspicious occasion worthy of a celebration !!
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Texchem 19th Sports Meet
BY TAN CHAN HONG (TEXCHEM CORPORATION SDN BHD)

T

exchem Sports Meet is here again! This year it was held on
18 November 2017 and in Penang, at the Kompleks Sukan
Azman Hashim of University Sains Malaysia. Our president and
Group CEO, Brian Tan officiated the event which saw a total of
270 participants from our various subsidiaries in Malaysia.
Sports is a powerful vehicle that brings individuals and communities
together. It teaches the value of hard work and how to manage
victory as well as defeat graciously. It also teaches essential skills
like discipline, leadership, decision making, teamwork, tolerance,
cooperation and good behavior.

Among the games for the Sports Meet were futsal, netball,
volleyball, badminton, table tennis, carrom, bowling and tug
of war. Bowling proved to be the most popular game with
the highest number of participants. A big thank you to the
organizing committee for their hard work in putting together
this yearly event and to the participants for making this event a
successful one.
Below are the results:

Winner by Category
Badminton
a) Male Single

Champion

1st
Runner Up

2rd
Runner Up

TFOOD

TXPO

TXPM

Hah Chee Kin
TMAT

b) Male Double

Teh Seong Hoe
Nicholas Hon

c) Female Single

Teng Yen Hsin

Table Tennis
a) Male Single
Carrom

a) Male Single
b) Female Single
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SMM

TLS

Selmen Noor B. Md
TMAT

Madani
SKSB

Suzana Mohd Nor

Mohamad
Shazrul Amirul

G.Kumar

Chia Ching Heng
Ooi Chee Keong

Mohd Nazreen
Jamil Ubaidilla

YHM

ACUMEN

Tai Zi Xuan
SKSB

Ng Hua Sheng
TMAT

Subramaniam
TXPM

Puteh

ACUMEN

TCORP

Canny Teh
TXPM

Mat Fazil
TLS

Shaidi
TRS

Phuah Hsu Jean

Champion

1st
Runner Up

2rd
Runner Up

TXPJ

TXPO

TLS

Volleyball

TLS

TXPPG

TMAT

Netball

TLS

TXPJ

TCORP

TXPM

TXPM

SKSB

TXPM

SKSB

TXPM

TCORP

TXPM

Futsal

Tug of War
Bowling

a) Team

b) Male Single

Jason Tham

c) Female Single

Normadiah

Abd Azis

TXPM

EG

Hoo Siow Hua

Overall Champion by Company

TXPM

Abd Mutalib
YHM

Nur Afikah

Texchem-Pack (M) Sdn Bhd

2nd placing

Texchem Life Sciences Sdn Bhd

3rd placing

Texchem Materials Sdn Bhd
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Penang Japanese School
Pre-Teen Day Out to Villa Primavera

Top six selected paintings:

BY MARWAN BIN SYED MOHAMED (TEXCHEM HOLDINGS SDN BHD)

I

n the early hours on Wednesday 22 November 2017 saw
Villa Primavera hosting another outdoor interactive event for
enthusiastic 13 pre-teens of the Penang Japanese School art class,
accompanied by 3 teachers and warmly greeted by Chief Caretaker
and attended by Coordinator Nobuhiro Chijiwa san.
By 8.45am, they have settled themselves on mats across the carpet
grass, ready with drawing materials and claimed their respective
strategic position with close supervision of their guardians and
teachers. The drawing showdown began at 9.00am. From a distance,
the children seem affixed by the grandeur of Villa Primavera, at times
they seemed lost but their teachers were quick to guide, motivate
and coach them on the salient points of art. This scenario takes
teaching lesson to a new level where the children can no longer
rely on rote learning, instead depend on their senses, artistic skills
and just pure imagination. Slow some may be, the blank piece of
paper gradually showed vague images of the magnificent building,
the splendid landscape, and the captivating nature at every angle
through a pin drop silence.
It was all about a fun day out and an edutainment endeavor for the
children, to instill into them the respect of nature and the unique
creation of a timeless villa for their artistic imagination. Without
any disruption on this quaint environment, the highly disciplined
children sketched, drew and colored with their ultimate senses on
what they visualized about Villa Primavera.

A handful completed their respective drawings and due to the midmorning heat they retreated to complete back in school with the
aid of photos taken by their teachers. Needless to say, they created
their own individual masterpieces.
By 11.30am, they packed up neatly and proceeded to Sala Venezia,
a comfortable venue for some snacks of hot fluffy cream puff and
orange juice aside from their own bento meals. The teachers took
the opportunity to explain details of the murals and art deco, much
to the delight of the children. Lunch was over by 12.20pm and they
left the venue spick and span without any need to clean up, for a
photo session at the Terrace with the grandiose Villa Primavera as
the backdrop.

池端 夏有

Ms Ikebata Nayu

Mr Kato Haruki

All good things must come to an end, and at 12.30pm, they left
in their waiting school bus, bidding farewell with lasting fond
memories. Villa Primavera never ceases to enchant every visitor –
the house of spring was a dream came true from the son of Nanao,
Tan Sri Konishi who never fails to inspire everyone who crosses his
path.

所山 惺明

Mr Syoyama Seimei

中根 翼 Mr Nakane Tsubasa
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加藤 遥希

The teachers and children expressed their gratitude, bowed in
harmonized synchronization as a mark of respect to the affable hosts’
representatives, and the stately building that is a realized dream.

鈴木 花歩 Ms Suzuki Kaho

横田 結 Ms Yokota Yui
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Q: Do you know the type of tree you are planting?
A: It is the local version of Cherry Blossom.
Q: On maturity the flowers should remind you of Japan. How?
A: Not only will the flowers remind me of Japan, generally
a growing healthy clean green lung always reminds me of
Japan because it has been our culture to respect nature
and in fact tree planting starts from primary school in Japan.
Q: RAJ with the help of MBPP intends to choose this tree
for the whole of Jesselton and phase out the other small
trees. Do you agree?
A: Let there be a good mix of trees, after all this is about
diversity where every tree is there for a purpose, some to
shade, some to color, some to protect, which only Mother
Nature has the answer. Existing trees should remain, and new
trees to harmonize the open space, perhaps to replace the
matured ones in due course. Trees, whether matured or young
are oxygen bombs, they are the best Natural Air Purifiers.
A strong camaraderie community spirit was felt as the event
reached the closing ceremony. Neighbors came together to

support a worthy cause for a meaningful and better living.
The act of volunteerism among “Jesseltonians” truly made
everybody’s day colorful.
It was later revealed that MBPP had inventoried not less
than 6,000 trees, in the vicinity of Jesselton Housing
extending to Jalan Tunku Abdul Rahman surrounding area
within a radius of 3km. The purpose of this study is to
preserve heritage trees, while continuing to plant new ones
in on vacant areas, and to turn Penang, particularly George
Town into a Pulsating Garden City. For this, Jesselton
housing estate leads the way as the heritage trees green
lung enclave in Penang.
Around noon, the event came to a close, and both Tan Sri
and Puan Sri thanked everyone for their participation and
contribution for a wonderful morning.
The tree planting initiative, Chapter II continued on 11
November 2017 around the Jesselton Gardens and
throughout Penang, meeting the slogan “Cleaner, Greener
Penang”.

Tree Planting Program in 24 Hours at Penang
State Level on Saturday 11 November 2017
BY MARWAN BIN SYED MOHAMED (TEXCHEM HOLDINGS SDN BHD)

I

n conjunction with the program to launch the planting of
the most amenity tree in Penang in 24 hours, Residents
Association Jesselton (RAJ) in partnership with Majlis
Bandaraya Pulau Pinang (MBPP) carried out this inaugural
program Chapter I, at the Jesselton neighborhood on 4
November 2017.
Villa Primavera was selected because the neighborhood
houses the largest number of heritage trees and Villa itself
is a home in the forest with no less than 250 species of
fauna throughout the 5½ acres of sprawling green lung.
RAJ invited prominent “Jesseltonians” to plant CASSIA
FISTULA, or commonly known as the Golden Shower Tree,
which would create a canopy of golden yellow when in
bloom… 5 years later. A total of 80 trees were earmarked,
with 8 trees lining in the pocket garden right in front of Villa
Primavera.
Tan Sri and Puan Sri Konishi, the ever gracious hosts
welcomed participants including members of the media
in style, complete with refreshments served in an outdoor
tent. At 9.55am, they joined RAJ to plant trees and the
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process continued to the fifth sapling. While planting, RAJ
interviewed Tan Sri which went like this…
Q: Why did you choose to live in Jesselton?
A: It was love at first sight. I was mesmerized by the many
heritage trees in this Garden Housing Estate, and was on the
look-out for a home right here… until the opportunity came
in 1991, and I was able to invest in a home away from home.
(Our Founding Chairman could still describe details of the
Jesselton commune in 1968, whereby he used to visit on his
reliable Honda Cub.)
Q: Are you aware that Villa Primavera after completion
raised the property value in Jesselton?
A: Yes, it is a dream come true, not only for me but for
the community… And this dream eventually marks a
conspicuous landmark in Penang.
Q: Why did you join RAJ?
A: For the simple reason that no man is an island, strength
is drawn from a Society, not an Individual.
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A group picture of all Texchem participants, Tzu Chi team and patients during the mock cheque handover.

Campaign to Adopt a Kidney Dialysis Patient
BY TAN WEN LI (TEXCHEM MATERIALS SDN BHD)

D
A Pint of Blood Saves Three Lives’ Campaign
BY NORSHAHRIZAN BINTI RAMLI (TEXCHEM CORPORATION SDN BHD)

I

sn’t it unimaginable that a pint of your blood could save 3
lives? By donating blood we help to save lives and improve our
health in general. According to the National Blood Centre, the
supply of blood in the blood bank is in critical level and unable to
meet the demand for blood in event of emergency cases.
In view of this, the Human Resources Department of Texchem
Corporation Central Region, organised a blood donation
campaign on 10 November 2017 at Sushi King’s training room.
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The blood donation campaign is also organised on a yearly
basis as part of the company’s Corporate Social Responsibility
program, and each year we have an overwhelming support
from all staff from our group of companies at Wisma Texchem.
As a token of appreciation, each successful donor was given a
complimentary RM20 Sushi King or Aeon voucher.
“Blood Donation will Cost You Nothing But It Will Save Lives”

onation drive is a charitable way to assist our
communities in need. In the beginning of November
2017, we were approached by Tzu Chi Dialysis Centre, a
non-profit organization, for a fundraising activity to help
and support their dialysis centre which provides free dialysis
treatment to financially distressed patients. We were
informed that the minimum cost of a dialysis treatment is
RM30,000 per year for a patient. Upon obtaining Tan Sri
Konishi’s endorsement to start the initiative to raise this
amount among Texchemers, we kicked off this campaign
which was jointly organized by Industrial Division’s People
Culture committee, Presidential Department and Texchem
Ladies’ Club.
The donation drive was from 7 to 18 November, and during
this period, the committee members rallied for donations
from our colleagues from Penang, Central Region and
Johor. During this 10 day campaign, we managed to raise
RM15,000 from Texchemers! Our target of RM30,000 was
met when Tan Sri Konishi approved for the balance to be
topped up by Texchem Resources Bhd.

On 28 December 2017, a group of 20 Texchemers visited
Tzu Chi Dialysis Centre to witness the mock cheque
presentation by Mr Yap Kee Keong, Division President of
Industrial Division to Mr Khoo Boo Leong, representative
of Tzu Chi Dialysis Centre. During the visit, we were also
introduced to the other charitable work Tzu Chi is heavily
involved in. Texchemers also got a better understanding
on the importance of taking good care of our kidney and
the causes of kidney failure. A few patients of the dialysis
centre also shared their experiences and their gratitude at
having the free dialysis treatment, which deeply touched
our hearts.
On behalf of the campaign organisers, I would like to
express our deepest appreciation to your generous
contributions. We look forward to more charitable activities
in future for they say, the happiest people in life are the
givers, not the receivers.
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Relay For Life 2017

BY TAN WEN LI (TEXCHEM MATERIALS SDN BHD)

R

elay for Life is a worldwide movement with the aim of
creating cancer awareness to the public and raising
funds for the fight against cancer. It started in the USA,
under the American Cancer Society, and is now held in
more than 20 countries around the world (source from Relay
for Life Penang 2017 Facebook page).
The National Cancer Society of Malaysia, under its Penang
Branch has been initiating the Relay in Malaysia since 2005.
This year, the Relay for Life was organized on the Saturday
evening of 30th September 2017 at Penang USM Olahraga
Stadium. The program of the event included a food fair, live
performances, games, exhibitions, survivors sharing their
experiences and the luminaria ceremony to remember the
cancer victims.
People Culture was introduced to the employees of Texchem
Materials (TexMat) early of 2017, with one of the mission
to cultivate a positive and caring environment towards
a meaningful, contributing and productive organization.
Throughout the year, we have organized several activities

amongst the Texmat branches and received positive
feedback and response.
This round, a group of Texmat Penang staff, made up of 10
committee members and volunteers decided to participate
in Relay for Life Penang 2017 by setting up a food stall and
selling fried noodles and desserts. We successfully raised
RM1,300 in sales from our food stall and the proceeds
were donated to the cancer society. On top of that, we also
volunteered in the painting of 130 pieces of the luminaria
bags and assisted in the selling of RM600 worth of food fair
coupons to our colleagues in Penang HQ.
Overall, it was great team work as we learned and gained
all sorts of experiences from the planning, the fundraising
effort and the setting up and mending of a stall. The
committee is most happy with the outcome and we would
like to record our thanks to all those who supported us. We
definitely look forward to taking part in such meaningful
activities in the near future.

Fund raising effort started in August 2017 with overwhelming
support and contribution from our Texmat colleagues.
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Post Flood Clean-Up and Collection
of Preloved Clothes for Penang Flood Victims
BY TAN CHAN HONG (TEXCHEM CORPORATION SDN BHD)

T

he weekend of 4 and 5 November 2017 was the day Penang suffered
its worst flood following a continuous nine-hour heavy downpour.
The aftermath of this storm left many parts of Penang island and mainland
badly flooded with many houses submerged in water, some places as high
as 10 to 12 feet. Trees were uprooted, cars were seen floating away and
many building structures suffered severe damages. Malaysians were quick to
extend a helping hand and immediately, assistance in all forms were provided
by disaster relieve volunteers, charity bodies and corporate organizations.
Under the initiative of Industial Division’s People Culture, 30 Texchemers from
various divisions joined Tzu Chi members and volunteers on 11 November
to clean up Perkampungan Juru at Taman Sentul, Juru, one of the housing
areas badly hit by the flood. We were shocked when we saw the extent of
the damage. The backlanes of the housing areas were strewn with damaged
furniture, mattress, clothing and etc. We were divided into smaller groups
and started the clean-up work after donning gloves and face mask.
About the same time, Penang Japanese Association also started a campaign
to collect preloved clothes for distribution to those affected and this was done
jointly with the Penang State government and Texchem Penang HQ. Group
HR Department organized the collection and Texchemers rallied together by
bringing to the office their old clothes that are still in good condition. The
preloved clothes were then sent to the Silver Jubilee Hall, the collection center
set up the Penang State government on 16 November. On hand to receive
the clothes was Ms Koay Gaik Kee, from the office of YB Phee Boon Poh.
I would like to extend a big thank you to Texchemers who contributed
to these two worthy causes and a special note of appreciation to those
who volunteered their time and energy for the post flood clean-up. Your
participation indeed made a huge difference to the housing estate!
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Have a Wonderful Retirement En Nordin!
BY ADELINE YEOH (TEXCHEM RESOURCES BHD)

I

f someone were to ask me what kind of
person is Ahmad Nordin, these are the
words that immediately spring to my mind;
humble, soft-spoken, easy going with not a
mean bone in his body. Nordin, as how all of us
address him, is the Assistant General Manager
of Group Human Resource Department, that
is until his retirement on 31 December 2017,
having served 14 years with the company.
Joining my colleagues from Group Legal
and Secretarial Department, we organized
a farewell lunch for Ahmad Nordin at Café
Lagenda, a P. Ramlee inspired café which
we gather would bring back memories of his
younger days.
During this lunch, Nordin shared with us his
plans after retirement, which is to further
pursue his law degree. With his 5 children all
grown; 4 daughters and 1 son, Nordin has

finally reaped the rewards of being a handson father and sharing the parenting roles with
his wife throughout his children’s schooling
days and his 4 daughters are now successfully
pursing their professional careers, while his
youngest child, the only son is preparing
to enter University. While most people of
retirement age would use this time to travel
and enjoy, Nordin opted to further add a
feather to his cap despite already being an
MBA holder. But this should not come as a
surprise knowing that Nordin was a graduate
in the field of Chemistry but ended up being in
Human Resource!
It has been a pleasure working with you, and all
of us at Texchem wish you happiness, success
and good health as you begin your new
adventure. Happy Retirement!
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Deepavali Celebration - 13 November 2017
BY AW KIAN KWAN (TEXCHEM CORPORATION SDN BHD)

I

t is that time of the year again. Time for
celebrations, with colors and joy. Time for
holidays. Just like in the west, Christmas is
awaited all year long, and similarly, Diwali
holds a very special place in the Indian culture.
If not ahead then definitely alongside holi and
Durga Pooja.

all the staff in Texchem Corporation KL.
The gathering was a great opportunity for
employees to bond and socialize. Common
interests are, thus, discovered and employees
get to know one another better. This ultimately
leads to an improvement in team spirit among
the employees.

This year, Group HR in central region took
the initiative to organise a gathering among

Here are some photos of the Deepavali makan
session.

Visit to East Malaysia on 12 & 13 October 2017
BY AW KIAN KWAN (TEXCHEM CORPORATION SDN BHD)

T

he Group Human Resources, Central Region paid a visit to a few Sushi King outlets in East
Malaysia on 12 and 13 October 2017. The objective of the visit was to meet the staff and
obtain firsthand information on their welfare and working condition.
The areas of assessment were mainly focused on :
1) Job satisfaction 		
2) Working culture
3) Job advancement
4) Rapport between colleagues
Members from the team were randomly picked for an interview during the visit. The overall results
were generally positive and the staff are quite contented working with the Company.
Some of the positive findings are :
1) Company cultivates good teamwork with a fun working environment
2) Fair remuneration package
3) Often motivated by customers’ compliments
4) Communication and interaction between staff are good.
Some of the team members are looking forward to career advancement and they hope that Sushi
King will continue to open more new outlets in the near future.
With the above findings, we can conclude that the general satisfaction and morale of our staff
are good. The “happy index” in Sushi Kin in East Malaysia is positive and we are happy with the
results. We shall continue to make effort to sustain it.
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Snapshots of Year End Celebration
at Penang HQ

Sushi King - The Best Sushi in Jakarta!
BY CHARLES OGI (PT TEXCHEM INDONESIA)

O

ur colleagues in Jakarta have heard of Sushi King
but never had the opportunity to taste it. So when
we heard the news that the first Sushi King outlet is to
be opened in Jakarta, we got really excited. After a long
wait for the outlet set-up to be completed, we were happy
to know that the outlet was to be officially opened on
September 30, 2017.
We managed to gather all the staff from the Industrial
Division to make a trip to the newly opened Aeon Mall at
Jakarta Garden City on October 27. Since it was a Friday
evening, we expected the traffic to be very heavy, but
surprisingly the journey there was quite smooth. With a
hungry stomach, all of us were ready to taste the various
types of food served at Sushi King.

the feedback of the staff, it seems that the favourite item
was the soft shell crab karaage. The matcha and durian ice
cream were also our favourites.

That day must have been our lucky day, as besides being
served by the dedicated outlet crew, Ms Nur Azilah and
Ms Susan Yee were also present at the outlet to explain
and recommend the various types of sushi, sashimi, temaki,
noodles, desserts and other items in the menu to us. From

We had a group photo session after dinner to capture the
good time we had there. Most importantly, we finally got to
taste Sushi King in Jakarta and we definitely look forward
to the opening of more outlets. We also wish PT Sushi King
Group Indonesia every success in Jakarta!
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Winners for Texview Trivia Contest No. 1
THANK YOU TO OUR FELLOW TEXCHEMERS FOR TAKING PART!

Texview’s Trivia Contest No. 2
TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE AND WIN!

How well do you know about Texchem? Take part and stand a chance to win attractive prizes!

1
3

Muhidin Mera Binti Mohamed
Texchem-Pack (M) Sdn Bhd

Ho Chooi Im

Texchem Malaysia Sdn Bhd

2
4

Ooi Ying Yik

Texchem Corporation Sdn Bhd

Siti Saerah Binti Mohammad Sharif
Texchem-Pack (M) Sdn Bhd

Trivia Contest Rules
Eligibility :
This contest is open to Texchemers who are below the AGM level.
How to Play :
• There will be 5 trivia questions related to Texchem.
• Each participant is only allowed one entry.
• Participants must type out the question and
corresponding answer in a word document
and email the word document file to Ms Boga
at boga@texchemcorp.com

Answers for
Texview Trivia Contest No. 1

• Participants who answered all questions correctly will
be entered into the drawing.
• All entries with correct answers must be received by
20 March 2018 to be entered into the drawing.

Prizes :
RM50 WORTH OF SUSHI KING VOUCHERS OR EQUIVALENT.
A maximum of 4 winners will be randomly drawn. Good luck!

What is the name of the company which marked the birth of Texchem Group?

Texchem Malaysia Sdn. Berhad
Which company in Texchem Group provides an extensive range of analytical testing
and consultancy services in the field of environment, chemistry and microbiology?

Acumen Scientific Sdn Bhd

In which issue of Texview can you find the article “An Excellent HR Recognition for Texchem Group”?

October – December 2016 issue
What is the name of the Sushi King promotion which is valid from 1 October 2017 to 31 December 2017
that was uploaded in Texchem Group – Official’s FB page on 3 October 2017?

The Chronicles of Sushi King Beef Specials

Who is the Chairman of Texchem’s Corporate Affairs Committee?

Dr Yuma Konishi
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Let us see how well you know Texchem. Here are the questions to Texview’s Trivia Contest no. 2

1
2
3
4
5

Which company in the Texchem group provides warehousing and logistics
services for our restaurant chain in Malaysia?
Texchem’s Integrity Pledge consists of 5 pledges. State one of the pledges
(hint : the Integrity Pledge poster can be found hanging at your office
premise or in one of the 2016 issues of Texview)
What is the latest restaurant brand announced in Texchem Group – Official’s
FB page which opened its doors at Mid Valley City in December 2017?
How many members are there in the Texview Editorial Board?
Name the two employees who were featured in Texview Q1 2017
“Employee Interview on Texchem awarded Employer of Choice”.

APR -- JUN
OCT
DEC 2017
2017
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Employee Interview on Texchem
awarded Employer of Choice

How long have you been with Texchem?

In conjunction with Texchem Resources Bhd awarded the Silver for Employer of Choice in 2016, Texview is conducting a series
of inteviews with our long serving staff. The candidates for our fourth series are Dr Pun Meng Yan, Research & Development
Director, Texchem Polymers Sdn Bhd and Mr Thien Vui Kiong, Executive Director, Texchem Malaysia Sdn Bhd.

I joined Texchem in June 2003, it has been 14.5 years since I became a member of Texchem Family.
What drew you to Texchem originally? How has the company changed since?

RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR, TEXCHEM POLYMERS SDN BHD

Dr Pun Meng Yan

What drew you to Texchem originally? How has the company changed since?
Texchem’s Polymer Conversion Lab (re-named to Polymer Research Center since 2005).
Our sheet extrusion operation was just a section in Texchem Pack (M) when I first joined
Texchem in Oct 2002. The sheet extrusion operation was later a spin-off from Texchem
Pack (M) and Texchem Polymers was incorporated in 2005. Over the years, Texchem
Polymers has transformed from a sheet extrusion manufacturer of static control materials
to a green materials producer of a wide variety of bio-based resins.
How has Texchem helped you in your career development?
After joining Texchem, I have not only had the opportunity to upgrade my R&D skills but
also able to hone my leadership through planning, setting targets, collaborating with
external parties as well as motivating our research team to achieve the company goals
and direction.
What is your favorite part about working for Texchem?
We are fortunate to have supportive management that have provided a positive research
environment to us. We have been given a lot of freedom to shape and build the research
team, and are allowed to chart our own path in realizing the R&D goals.
Texchem won the Silver Award for Employer of Choice in 2016.
In your opinion, what factors contributed to this?
Texchem is a growth oriented company and this environment generates excitement
and stimulates its work force. Besides generating more opportunities for the career
advancement of its employees, it also promises job security for them. Of course a fair
recognition and rewards oriented HR system in Texchem has also been implemented to
motivate its employees. Texchem is one of the organizations that emphasize in work life
balance for its employees, many activities like hiking trips, sports meet, team buildings
etc. are organized throughout the year. All these factors have retained many long serving
employees and I believe are also the reasons for Texchem winning the 2016 Employer of
Choice awards.
Texchem is celebrating its 45th anniversary in 2018, what do you
think is Texchem’s success factor?
Texchem has visionary business leaders that create Blue Oceans for our current business.
What is the one thing you cannot resist?
On a serious tone, I can never resist facts and logics. And on a lighter note, I can never
resist desserts!
How do you define success?
In my opinion, besides the recognition and respect from others, success should also be
measured by how happy we are and to be able to have the freedom to do what we want
and when we like it.
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, TEXCHEM MALAYSIA SDN BHD

I just celebrated my 15 years anniversary in Texchem.

Thien Vui Kiong

How long have you been with Texchem?

I found Texchem as a reputable organization that offered vast opportunities to their employees. Then,
I observed the company’s values of passion for excellence, leadership commitment and foresighted
vision to achieve strong business results. I was attracted by this Texchem culture and philosophies
which had enabled me to build my career in the company. Throughout the years, Texchem has
evolved in responding to the surrounding business environment, focusing on core businesses while
continuing to explore new business opportunities. Today, Texchem is as dynamic as ever.
How has Texchem helped you in your career development?
I started my career in Texchem managing the trading business of Texchem Materials in northern
region, Malaysia. Now, I am in charge of the manufacturing of specialty chemicals at Texchem
Malaysia. Texchem has provided me with a good platform to excel in my capabilities to perform in
the company. In Texchem, I am empowered to carry out my work tasked and have been receiving
adequate guidance and full support from my superiors. The leadership commitment demonstrated
in Texchem definitely helped me in my career development.
What is your favorite part about working for Texchem?
My favorite part about working for Texchem is involvement in new projects and new business
development. This involves conducting market surveys, doing feasibility studies, investment
proposals, market development and establishment of a new business. The experiences of
gaining the support from my superior and teamwork rendered from colleagues are valuable. The
satisfaction of achieving new business results for Texchem is just great!
Texchem won the Silver Award for Employer of Choice in 2016.
In your opinion, what factors contributed to this?
In my opinion, the key factors that enabled Texchem to win the Silver Award for Employer of Choice
in 2016 are its strong leadership commitment, excellent career advancement for employees and
the capability of aligning the work practices of employee with company’s goals and strategies.
Texchem is celebrating its 45th anniversary in 2018, what do
you think is Texchem’s success factor?
I think Texchem’s success is attributed to the following factors:
– Clear company objectives that is stated in Texchem’s vision and mission.
– Talented and committed past and current management teams.
– Company culture and philosophies that emphasize on people development.
What is the one thing you cannot resist?
Company’s practice of open and honest communication across the organization that helps employee
make quick decision. The senior management team that role models fast decision making and
empowering employees to take action on the plan. These are the values that I cannot resist.
How do you define success?
For me, success is not measured by how big is one’s house, car and amount in the bank account.
Rather, success to me is the ability to do what we love every day, ability to create and maintain
a balanced lifestyle. While working hard and accomplishing our goals, we are able to take good
care of ourselves – exercise and travel regularly, eat well, spend time with family and loved ones.
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Honouring Milestones

Let’s celebrate the exceptional dedication and outstanding
contribution of Texchemers who have reached an important milestone!

35 Years’

SERVICE AWARD RECIPIENT

SERVICE AWARD RECIPIENT

10 Years’

SERVICE AWARD RECIPIENT

10 Years’

SERVICE AWARD RECIPIENT

Texchem Corporation Sdn Bhd

Texchem Life Sciences Sdn Bhd

Texchem-Pack (Johor) Sdn Bhd

New Materials (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd

Senior HR Manager II

Planning & Delivery Asst

Operator

Despatch Cum Driver

25 Years’

20 Years’

Rohaya Binti Salim

Date Joined
: 13.12.1982
Year of Services : 35 years

SERVICE AWARD RECIPIENT

Nor Azian Binti Bustami

Date Joined
: 16.11.1992
Year of Services : 25 years

SERVICE AWARD RECIPIENT

Sriyono

Year Joined
: 26.11.2007
Year of Services : 10 years

10 Years’

SERVICE AWARD RECIPIENT

Mohd Zaman Bin Ahmad Sujak

Date Joined
: 25.10.2007
Year of Services : 10 years

10 Years’

SERVICE AWARD RECIPIENT

Texchem Life Sciences Sdn Bhd

Texchem-Pack (M) Sdn Bhd

New Materials (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd

New Materials (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd

Asst Technician

Asst Supervisor

General Manager

Senior Sales Admin Asst

Texchem Life Sciences Sdn Bhd

15

Texchem Polymers Sdn Bhd

10

Sushi Kin Sdn Bhd

10

Asst Supervisor

Research and Development Director

Restaurant Manager

Chief Cook

10

Texchem-Pack (Johor) Sdn Bhd

10

Texchem-Pack (Johor) Sdn Bhd

10

Sushi Kin Sdn Bhd

10

Senior Tooling Engineer

Operator

Chief Cook

TF Leader

Malarvilly A/P Subarayan

Date Joined
: 24.11.1992
Year of Services : 25 years

20

Years’

SERVICE AWARD RECIPIENT

Kunasundari A/P Nadaraja

Date Joined
: 17.12.1997
Year of Services : 20 years

Years’

SERVICE AWARD RECIPIENT

Mohd Helmi Bin Sarian

Date Joined
: 04.10.2007
Year of Services : 10 years
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25 Years’

Abdul Ghani Bin Mat

Date Joined
: 02.12.1997
Year of Services : 20 years

Years’

SERVICE AWARD RECIPIENT

Dr Pun Meng Yan

Date Joined
: 01.10.2002
Year of Services : 15 years

Years’

SERVICE AWARD RECIPIENT

Abdul Rahim Bin Abd Malek

Date Joined
: 22.11.2007
Year of Services : 10 years

Lim Khian Huat

Date Joined
: 25.10.2007
Year of Services : 10 years

Years’

SERVICE AWARD RECIPIENT

Nurul Nadzhirah Binti Mansor

Date Joined
: 14.11.2007
Year of Services : 10 years

Years’

SERVICE AWARD RECIPIENT

Nor Hasyim Bin Abu Bakar

Date Joined
: 29.12.2007
Year of Services : 10 years

Ooi Lay Kheng

Date Joined
: 25.10.2007
Year of Services : 10 years

Years’

SERVICE AWARD RECIPIENT

Sushi Kin Sdn Bhd
Mohd Faiz Bin Mazlan

Date Joined
: 01.12.2007
Year of Services : 10 years

Years’

SERVICE AWARD RECIPIENT

Texchem-Pack (Thailand) Co. Ltd
Apichat Mongkol

Date Joined
: 01 .10.2007
Year of Services : 10 years
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Honouring Milestones

Welcome Aboard

Let’s celebrate the exceptional dedication and outstanding
contribution of Texchemers who have reached an important milestone!

10 Years’

SERVICE AWARD RECIPIENT

THE TEXCHEM FAMILY IS FOREVER GROWING

10 Years’

SERVICE AWARD RECIPIENT

Texchem-Pack (Thailand) Co. Ltd

Texchem-Pack (PP) Sdn Bhd

TF Tooling – Technical Asst

Senior Materials Officer

Auttapol Boossabok

Year Joined
: 26.11.2007
Year of Services : 10 years

10 Years’

SERVICE AWARD RECIPIENT

Tan Geok Tin

Date Joined
: 06.11.2007
Year of Services : 10 years

Ng Sim Yam

Texchem-Pack (Vietnam) Co Ltd

Texchem-Pack (Vietnam) Co Ltd

Date Joined
: 12.11.2007
Year of Services : 10 years

Sales Manager

General Manager

Finance Manager

SERVICE AWARD RECIPIENT

Assistant General Manager

Production Manager

10

Senior Business Development Manager

10 Years’

Texchem Malaysia Sdn Bhd

Date Joined
: 01.11.2007
Year of Services : 10 years

Texchem-Pack (M) Sdn Bhd

Teh Chun Yinn

Texchem Food Sdn Bhd
Soh Chee Weng

Texchem-Pack (M) Sdn Bhd

Ong Kee Wai

Kazuyuki Watanabe

Ho Whye Thim

Years’

SERVICE AWARD RECIPIENT

Sushi Kin (East Malaysia) Sdn Bhd
Anini Anak Kapor

Asst Restaurant Manager

Date Joined
: 14.12.2007
Year of Services : 10 years

Texchem-Pack (Vietnam ) Co Ltd

Chan Wai Loon

Program Manager

Texchem Marine Labutta Ltd

Randolph Pinganon Solidarios
Assistant General Manager

Sushi Kin Sdn Bhd

Yoshiaki Dote

Senior Manager – Operations Solution
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Let’s welcome new members into our big
family with open arms.
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Texchem Polymers Sdn Bhd
Farhana Binti Akakshah
QA Executive

51

Lai Yew Loi
Assistant Restaurant Manager
Mohammad Amir Amzar Bin Ramli
Assistant Restaurant Manager

Texchem-Pack (M) Sdn Bhd

Mohammad Rosdhi Bin Yusof
Assistant Restaurant Manager

Ahmad Mustaqim Bin Azizul
Design Engineer

Mohd Faisal Bin Abd Raup
Assistant Restaurant Manager

Texchem Life Sciences Sdn Bhd
Kong Chin Siew
Warehouse Executive
Lim Soon Keat
Project Engineer
Siti Muharyani Binti Daud@Omar
Human Resources & Administration Officer
Muhammad Adli Bin Che Ngah
Tooling Specialist
‘Izzati Binti Ismail
Quality Management Engineer

Sushi Kin Sdn Bhd
Noor Hamizah Binti Kamarul Bahrin
Human Resource Executive
Nur Alim Syakri Bin Yunus
Human Resource Executive
Joeyston James Sularah
District Manager
Mohammad Shazreen Bin Razali
Operation Support Executive-A Team
Alia Munirah Binti Mat Shokri
Operations Support Executive

Muhammad Afifi Bin Rosli
Assistant Restaurant Manager
Muhammad Alif Bin Rusli
Assistant Restaurant Manager
Nor Zulaika Binti Nordin Ismail
Assistant Restaurant Manager

Texchem Malaysia Sdn Berhad

Siti Nuradiba Binti Ahmad Shaharuddin
Legal Executive

Lim Shu Bee
R&D Engieer

Maniraman A/L Yeespanan
Infrastructure Engineer I
Teh Hui Poh
Senior HR Executive

Miraku Sdn Bhd
Yukiko Abe
Assistant Restaurant Manager II

Tan Chan Hong
Assistant Manager, GHRD
Mohd Noor Faizal Bin Ahmad Razali
Infrastructure Engineer I
Mastijah Binti Salaki
Senior System Analyst

Sea Master (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd
Siti Mahirah Binti Md Yusoff
Production Officer

Texchem-Pack (Johor) Sdn Bhd

Nur Atikah Binti Zainal Abidin
Assistant Restaurant Manager

Acumen Scientific Sdn Bhd

Nur Syaakiirroh Binti Adnan
Assistant Restaurant Manager

Nurul Aqilah Binti Hasnan
Customer Service Executive

Nurul Afifah Binti Nasir
Assistant Restaurant Manager

Siti Nurdiana Binti Che Omar
Customer Service Officer

Kokubu Food Logistics Malaysia Sdn Bhd

Nurul Asyikin Binti Zabaruddin
Assistant Restaurant Manager

Nur Alia Izzatie Binti Abu Bakar
Technical Assistant

Mohd Suhairi Bin Zamri
Senior Distribution Executive

Nurul Husna Binti Hasan
Assistant Restaurant Manager

Teoh Yeong Kean
Sales Executive

Muthu Kumaran a/l Veerakumar
Senior Warehouse Executive

Sharul Nizam Bin Mohd Yazid
Assistant Restaurant Manager

Gun Shen Lee
Sales Executive

Zulhafizi Bin Ismail
Assistant Restaurant Manager

Norshahirah Nadiah Binti Abd Rahman
Industrial Hygienist

Shahrul Wardi Bin Dolah
Senior Cook

Thanyarat A/P En Jen
Technical Officer

Masnita Bt Muhtar
Senior Supervisor

Ahmad Fauzi Bin Mat Zin
Senior Cook

Nurul Nadiah Binti Jamilrullah
Procurement Executive

Sushi Kin (East Malaysia) Sdn Bhd

Amirah Binti Ramlan
Assistant Restaurant Manager

Siti Esya Natasya Binti George
Assistant Restaurant Manager

Al Dziroy Bin V.murugiah @ Yahaya
Assistant Restaurant Manager

Intan Terani Binti Mohamad Yunus
Assistant Restaurant Manager

Alif Aswad Bin Che Alwi
Assistant Restaurant Manager

Nurmuiza Fiitri Binti Ishak @ Ibrahim
Assistant Restaurant Manager

Diana Binti Ladies
Assistant Restaurant Manager

Priscilla Chin Pei Lee
Senior Procurement Admin Officer

Georgiana Binti Lee Kiang
Assistant Restaurant Manager

Saldy Bin Setin
District Manager
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INVESTMENT HOLDING
• Texchem Resources Bhd
INDUSTRIAL DIVISION
• Texchem Materials Sdn Bhd
• Texchem Singapore Private Limited
• Texchem Materials (Thailand) Ltd
• Texchem Malaysia Sdn Berhad
• PT Texchem Indonesia
• New Material (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd
• Texchem Materials (Vietnam) Co Ltd
• Lifeon Asia Sdn Bhd
POLYMER ENGINEERING DIVISION
• Texchem Polymer Engineering Sdn Bhd
• Texchem-Pack (M) Sdn Bhd
• Texchem-Pack (Johor) Sdn Bhd
• Texchem-Pack (Thailand) Co Ltd
• Texchem-Pack (PP) Sdn Bhd
• Texchem-Pack (Vietnam) Co Ltd
• Eye Graphic Sdn Bhd
• Texchem Life Sciences Sdn Bhd
• Texchem Advanced Products Incorporated Sdn Bhd
FOOD DIVISION
• Texchem Food Sdn Bhd
• Sea Master (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd
• Sea Master Food Sdn Bhd
• Sea Master Retail Sdn Bhd
• A.S.K Andaman Limited, Myanmar
• Texchem Food (Myanmar) Limited
• Texchem Marine Labutta Limited
• Texchem Aquaculture (Myanmar) Limited
RESTAURANT DIVISION
• Texchem Restaurant Systems Sdn Bhd
• Sushi Kin Sdn Bhd
• Miraku Sdn Bhd
• Donburi House Sdn Bhd
• Sushi Kin (East Malaysia) Sdn Bhd
• D&N Coffee and Restaurant Malaysia Sdn Bhd
• Kokubu Food Logistics Malaysia Sdn Bhd
• Sushi King Company Limited
• PT Sushi King Group Indonesia
CORPORATE SERVICES DIVISION
• Texchem Corporation Sdn Bhd
• Texchem Risk Management Sdn Bhd
VENTURE BUSINESS & OTHERS
• Texchem Japan, Inc
• Acumen Scientific Sdn Bhd
• Texchem Polymers Sdn Bhd
ASSOCIATED COMPANIES
• Yoshinoya Hanamaru Malaysia Sdn Bhd
• Otafuku Sauce Malaysia Sdn Bhd
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